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Good afternoon everyone. My name is Terry Walsh, and I’m a Principal consultant with Acorn Growth
Partners. I’m here today to talk about a new approach to planning, creating, and executing a sales
strategy that you can implement in five simple steps. This approach is designed to work with the
content that you typically develop for marketing and your website. I created this approach when
several colleagues asked me about how they could generate more revenue. They couldn’t afford
extensive sales training, hiring consultants, or purchasing expensive marketing tools.
I want to thank you for being here today. Just to show you I’m serious about the low cost of this
approach, I’ve provided you with a free copy of my new book,” 99 Questions to Achieve Your Sales
Goals”. This book is the starting point of our process, which we will jump into in just a few minutes.
Along the way, we’ll talk about the challenges firms face in creating a sales strategy, and we’ll look at
specific tools and techniques that will help you create and execute your plan, using information you
can get off the Internet for little or no cost. Let’s get started!
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This is my new book,” 99 Questions to Achieving Your Sales Goals”, and I’m very proud of this book
because it’s more than just a checklist about how to build a sales team. This book is the reason why
I’m doing this presentation today. When I created the book, I realized that there is more to it than just
writing about sales and sales management. The book turned out to be a “marketing plan” in disguise!
That’s because when I developed it, I realized I was accomplishing several marketing tasks:
• First, I had to think about the audience who would buy my book. I had to select a title, assess other
books for salespeople as my “competitors”, and design the book cover and logo so that my
audience would recognize my “brand”.
• Second, I had to develop the actual 99 questions that went into the book content. As I created the
questions, I realized these were the same topics I spoke with my clients about when I discovered
their challenges and opportunities.
• Third, I went through the process of learning how to publish the book. That process gave me to
access to Amazon, and based on that I worked on how to market and deliver the book to my
audience. Believe me, if you’ve ve not studied how books are sold on Amazon, it’s an entire
workshop by itself!
So, as it turns out, my book was the start of my new toolkit, which I now call, ”Sales in a Box”.
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A few months ago, I was attending my local Joomla! User group meeting, and I showed the book to
several of my colleagues during the meeting. When they saw the book, they asked how I created it.
From this conversation, it was clear to me that the firms like those who attend Joomla! Meetings are
concerned about how they can grow and generate more revenue. But, just like me, they’re not in a
position to hire consultants, sales training firms, or marketing firms to help them create a sales
strategy. They need a more simple, less costly approach.
I decided that one way I could help my colleagues was to put together a simple strategy to show them
how to create and manage a sales plan. And since I was at a Joomla! Meeting, I knew that the
content that typically goes in into a website or marketing tool would be very useful in creating a sales
plan. In fact, sadly, when I work with clients, I find that the content used for marketing is typically
ignored by their salespeople. So when I work with clients, I help them understand the link between
good content and good selling. That sets us on the path to creating a great sales strategy.
Hopefully, my Joomla! colleagues and those of you attending today will find this information useful in
building your own sales plan. I believe that if you can invest about two hours each week for a month,
you’ll be able to create an excellent plan and you’ll be on your way to generating more revenue!
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Here’s what we’re going to talk about today. First, to put context around the plan I’m going to describe
a real client and how they used these tools and techniques to create their own sales plan. In the
process, I’m going to explain some of the challenges that firms have when they try to create a sales
plan and why it doesn’t always work.
Then I’m going to jump right into the box! I’m going to show you what Sales in a Box looks like, and
the critical issues that go into building a sales strategy. When you understand these issues, it’s much
easier to use the tools, and you’ll be able to create the plan quickly and easily.
We’ll also review each of the different tools in the box so that you can see them and understand how
they are used. Finally, I’ll explain how you get started and review with you where you can find all the
resources and tools I discuss in the presentation. If you have questions, I’d appreciate your sending
them to me via e-mail, so that I can share the answers in writing with all of you. And of course, I’ll use
all your questions in my blog and my other content, because that’s all part of my sales plan.
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This is the story of my client ABC Consulting (names changed to protect the innocent), and how they
decided to create a sales strategy so that they could substantially grow revenue. I originally met ABC
in 2008 right before the recession. They have five sales people and like CMS Expo, they have a
husband and wife management team who run the company. When I first started with ABC, they were
concerned about improving their sales team’s skills, so they wanted more sales training.
While I was engaged with them, the recession started, and their challenges escalated because they
weren’t getting enough revenue. So I helped them to design and build a new sales strategy using
many of the tools you’ll hear about today. In 2009, I wasn’t thinking about how to build Sales in a Box,
but as it turns out, this client faced all of the same challenges firms have today.
The biggest problem I observed going into the engagement was that ABC was focusing all their
attention on doing more marketing to generate leads. They were not focusing on how to take the
marketing content they had and use it for sales. Let’s break this down and understand what it means,
and I think you’ll see how firms limit themselves when it comes to creating a sales strategy.
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ABC had never developed a formal sales plan prior to my engagement. When you are a business
person, you naturally assume that if you‘re good at communicating with customers, you‘re a pretty
good sales person. You might buy books at Barnes & Noble or compare notes with other business
owners, but if your business is isn’t professional selling, you probably don’t know much more about
sales than what you experience working with sales people in retail, or sometimes your own vendors.
Most of the time, you make it up as you go.
In other words, you don’t know what you don’t know.
I realized that ABC was great at delivering their products and services. But, their sales activities
largely consisted of presenting” features and benefits” and consultant resumes to their customers,
rather than understanding what their customers really wanted. So their customer conversations
weren’t leading to new opportunities because customers didn’t understand how ABC was adding
value to their business. To their credit, ABC’s executives realized that the messages their sales team
delivered weren’t resonating with customers.
That was the first problem we had to tackle.
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The second issue had to do with Marketing. ABC didn’t have a Marketing department, they had a
Marketing person. Also, like many of us, they relied extensively on information they could get for free
via marketing websites like MarketingProfs and HubSpot. If you subscribe to these services, like I do,
then you know you’re going to receive a tsunami of content, including offers for e-books, seminar
invitations, and 6 to 7 newsletters per week. And that’s just one service!
It’s difficult to follow even a small portion of this content deluge. For most people at small firms, there
is no way to absorb or learn even small portion of what is sent to you. So ABC and I had to figure out
what content mechanisms would make the most sense to deliver their sales messages. At this point,
ABC realized that the type of content they developed was going to have an impact on whether they
could use the information for sales as well as marketing.
So the second challenge was to sort out and determine how to deliver the content and make sure it
could be used for sales as well as marketing.
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The third issue we discovered was that all the Marketing stuff sounded like it was being provided for
Generation Y customers. What I’m talking about here is the idea that all the web content, blogs, social
media, and other technology tools seem to be targeted at a younger generation of media consumer.
Now the reality is that most companies, with all due respect, are not run by 25 to 30-year-olds. As the
picture shows, there is a certain amount of creativity that goes into thinking about the audience who
wants to buy your product. The person who is actually purchasing your product or service is probably
a Generation X or Baby Boomer who’s had experience over several years dealing with salespeople
and their behaviors. Despite the fact that they were in the technology business, ABC’s management
had several pre-conceived notions about selling that I would describe as” historical” versus the reality
of today’s selling environment.
But actions speak louder than words.
Just like many customers, ABC’s managers use Google, social media, and other search capabilities
just as much as any Generation Y consumer. And you can bet that most of ABC’s customers are
searching and learning about their services that way. In fact, customers probably know as much or
more than ABC’s salespeople about their products and services.
So the third challenge is that there is a double edged sword when it comes to delivering content and
selling. If the content Customer find doesn’t resonate with them, you are probably not going to get
the business. For that matter, they may never even contact you.
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Finally, the fourth and most daunting challenge is budget. As I said earlier, it’s difficult given all the
capabilities available, to decide where to invest. Most of the time, the investment is not going to be in
creating a sales strategy. I think many business people have the perception that it costs a lot of
money and effort to create a viable sales strategy. Nothing could be further from the truth! It does take
some creativity and you do need to spend time to create a sales plan, but as I showed my client, the
resources and tools you need are available for a minimal investment.
In fact, as a small business person myself, I have spent less than $1000 over the past two years
creating and implementing my entire strategy. Not that my strategy is perfect, but I’ve managed to
grow my business and find new clients because I provide useful content and I leverage that content
both to market my business and sell to clients.
That’s one of the secrets to building a good sales strategy: combine content, content delivery, sales
messaging, and sales management into a single sales approach. And that’s what we’re going to do
today.
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At the start of our sales planning effort, ABC felt disconnected from their customers. They didn’t feel
like the content they provided to customers was making a difference to revenue. Here’s a summary of
the challenges we saw going into the strategy effort:
• First, Marketing and Sales just didn’t communicate at ABC. It wasn’t that these people didn’t like
each other – they just did their work not realizing the potential to take two messages and make
them into one consistent message.
• Second, Sales people didn’t use the Marketing content because they felt it wasn’t helping them
close deals.
• Third, it was clear that the content being delivered didn’t resonate with customers, because the
marketing campaigns in place did not generate enough leads.
• Finally, given a tough economy, the sales team just wasn’t closing enough business.
ABC needed to reconnect their business to their customers, and a new sales strategy was the way
they accomplished this. After all, best defense is a good offense!
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ABC’s management and I set four goals for the strategy effort:
• First, we agreed that ABC must create customer centric content and deliver messaging
customers really needed.
• Second, we agreed that Marketing would create and distribute the content. The Sales team would
provide Marketing with feedback about real challenges and opportunities customers faced in
purchasing ABC’s products and services.
• Third, we agreed that the content would be used both for marketing AND to build a sales
conversation with clients. Since ABC was not expert in sales conversations, they decided to use
my experience in sales methodology and sales training to assist them in building sales messages
from their content.
• Finally, ABC’s executives and I decided how we were going to evaluate the sales team’s
performance using the content we developed. It doesn’t do any good to build new sales content
and change your website if the content isn’t properly delivered. You must manage the sales team’s
activities when they use the content in their sales efforts. We identified several sales performance
metrics that aligned with the sales conversation to ensure we were producing appropriate sales
results.
These four objectives became the foundation for the sales strategy. And, what I’m going to show you
now is how we successfully implemented the plan using the same tools that are now in Sales in a
Box.
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Just like ABC Consulting, we’re going to look today at how accomplish four objectives to build our
sales plan, using Sales in a Box as our toolkit.
First, we’re going to plan and research why customers buy our products, because we need to
understand how our products and services contribute value to them. We need to know who are the
people that buy our product, and figure out how they get information about us. Then, we can tailor our
sales messaging and content to help them see our business in the right light.
Second, we’re going to develop the messaging so that it’s focused on the customer, can be delivered
on our website or other media channels, and can be used in sales conversations by our sales team to
deliver value.
Third, we’re going to use widely available tools, like CMS products, free blog sites, books we can buy
on Amazon, and websites with downloadable free content we can use for both planning and selling.
Finally, everything we’re going to use will cost us little or nothing. The big investment we will have to
make is our time and some serious thinking about what our customers want and why we add value.
The tools we use will provide us with some techniques and some blanks to fill in so that we can create
the plan and document it for future use.
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We need three tools to start our planning efforts. First, we can use the Internet both to research our
customers and to get access to information that we need. I’m going to show you a couple of
deliverables that come from various websites. In particular, I’m going to focus on two books that you
can get on Amazon for less than $50 that will help you learn more about the techniques I’m going to
describe.
The first book is “Customer Centric Selling”, which was written by Mike Bosworth. Mike is one of the
most respected sales trainers in the industry. The second book is a well-known bestseller in the
Marketing space, “The New Rules of Marketing and PR”, by David Meerman Scott. If you are in
marketing, you probably know that Scott is controversial in his approach to Marketing and PR, but he
also offers several tools and methods to help jumpstart your sales and marketing strategy, which are
available for free on his website.
While I’m not going to spend time today on researching companies, you are probably aware that there
are several tools available, like Reference USA, Hoover’s, and Jigsaw, that can be used to find out
more information about your customers. But to be honest, the best way is just to go to the customer’s
website and look at what they are saying about their company, products, and services.
Finally, I’m going to go back to 99 Questions as our tool for thinking about the actual messages we
want to deliver. I’m also going to talk about some techniques I use to capture content quickly and
efficiently.
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Let’s build the content we’re going to use both for marketing and selling. I want to use the 99
Questions strategy to build this content, and literally what I am going to do is create 99 questions, just
like you saw in my book. We want to ask questions because frequently we make the mistake of
deciding that the information we are providing is of value, when the customer might feel very
differently.
To frame this out, I am going to focus on four ”Value Elements: that help me to determine the 99
questions:
• First, what would my customer ask me about my product or service to understand the value it
provides to them? Asking questions that customers ask helps us to put things into their
perspective.
• Next, I want to determine what questions I would ask my customer to get information about what
they need . These are the types of questions that your sales people might typically ask to qualify
an opportunity, or to determine how they would sell your product or service to the customer. So,
these questions should be pretty easy to determine.
• Third, I‘m going to ask what things are unique about our products and services that stand out
against the competition. These are the features, functions, economics or other factors that make
your product different from any other. If you can’t identify anything here, then at a minimum, you
must SELL differently than your competition!
• Finally, perhaps the most powerful thing you can do is to know something about your customer’s
business that they don’t know themselves. What can you teach them about their business to give
them new insights and better ways to run their business with your products?
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Once I’ve created my 99 questions, I can start to profile my customer and determine who are the key
people we need to contact. Scott calls these people “buyer personas”. We’re going to use a tool that
you can download for free from Scott’s website called the Marketing Strategy Tool to fill in the blanks
for each buyer . You describe who they are, what they are interested in when it comes to our
products, and why they’re interested in buying from us.
You can see that there’s also other information here about how we’re going to sell, what messages
we’re going to deliver, and when we’re going to contact the buyer, but this information can be filled in
later when we talk more about the selling side.
I would develop one of these forms for each typical buyer role within your customers. So if you call on
the CFO, CEO and Purchasing Director, I would create three forms. No doubt each of these people
has different goals, objectives, problems and needs, and they have different perspectives about the
buying process based on their role.
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Now that we have our questions and know more about our buyers, we can start building the actual
content. For example, when you look at my book and you realize that it’s about asking questions to
sales managers, the content that I’m going to develop in my media, website, blog, and other channels
are going to be the 99 answers to the 99 Questions about how to build and manage sales teams.
One major issue is that most executives are reluctant to spend a lot of time articulating information
that we can use for this content. As a matter of fact, a recent survey showed that the most challenging
aspect of collecting content is the ability to get senior executives to spend time providing information,
such as the product vision and key customer benefits.
So, I’d like to share a quick tip about how to create content quickly and efficiently. I use this trick all the
time and it cost me about $60 to set it up. What I do is I record my content, and I use two tools to do
this. The first one is a product called Dragon Naturally Speaking. It’s a software tool that I use to
convert voice to text, sort of like a dictation tool. Another trick similar to a voice to text conversion tool
is to record the conversation with your executive when you interview them, and then have the
conversation transcribed by an online transcription service.
These two techniques can help you solve the problem of engaging people who have the content and
need to share it in order for you to sell your product. Most the time, this is going to be a C-level
executive who doesn’t have time to spend in an interview, or writing content into a computer for
several hours or days . I have found these two techniques save extensive time and effort in content
collection.
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As we build our content, one of the most important aspects we can address is how we articulate the
value we bring to customers. There are several ways to do this, but perhaps the best way is to share
with prospects the Success Stories of our own customers. These are case studies of successes our
customers have had using our product.
I want to share an actual Success Story with you from my own experience. This Success Story was
created when I worked in corporate travel, and the customer used my firm’s services to book airlines,
hotels, car rental, and other travel services.
Note that the Success Story is relatively short, probably taking less than a minute to read, or in the
case of a sales person, to tell the story. Below the story, I show the key elements, which are color
coded to the story components. Notice the similarity of these elements to what we saw earlier in the
Marketing Strategy Tool. Also, we will see these elements again when we talk about the sales
conversation we have with customers. However, before we ever use this in selling, we’re going
incorporate this story in our marketing materials, and in our website or other media.
----To summarize, we profiled our customer using the Marketing Strategy Tool, and we built our marketing
content based on the 99 Questions. Then we created our content based on the questions, and
designed Success Stories about how our customers use our products and services by deploying
dictation tools and recorded transcription services.
Now let’s put our content to work!
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Now, it’s time to take this content and plug it into the various media channels. I want to share a couple
examples of how I’ve repurposed this content into my channels. On the slide you can see the Dart
and Target that is my logo on the 99 Questions book. I also use this logo for my blog, on my website,
and in most of my marketing materials. Even subtle items like a logo can create a lot of impact when
you are creating content for your media.
Another way I use my content is to re-purpose the 99 Questions themselves. For example, I’ve built
an online survey from the 99 Questions that helps sales managers evaluate how well they are doing
to create a best practices sales team. The survey is part of my website, and it’s advertised in my book
at the bottom of every page. Also, the resources that I’m providing in this presentation are tied to my
site as a Resource and Tools page. At the end of the presentation, I’ll share with you where the
Resource Page is located so you can download my presentation notes and get access to all the tools
and techniques.
Finally, as I mentioned earlier, creating the answers to the questions is a key element in building
valuable content that you can use both in your marketing and selling efforts. Now that my book has
been published, the next step is literally to answer the questions and to use that content as part of my
Joomla! website, Word Press blog, Twitter, and other social media tools.
As you can see, you can get a lot of mileage from the content because you are literally using it in
every aspect of how you do business to market and sell your product. That’s one of the ways you
minimize the cost and the effort of building a sales strategy.
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Now we’re going to switch gears and get into the details of the sales conversation. I’m going to walk
you through a series of steps that I learned from the Customer Centric Selling® Methodology about
how to use the content to do sales conversations with customers. As I mentioned earlier, this comes
from the book “Customer Centric Selling”, by Mike Bosworth, Frank Visgatis, and Jim Holland. On my
Resource Page, I provide links to the book, to the Customer Centric Selling website, and to the
training classes they offer.
The sales dialogue has three elements.
• First, there is the Introductory Dialogue, which we use both in prospecting and in starting sales
meetings with customers.
• Second, there is the actual Sale Dialogue where we use a framework to discuss the customer’s
goals, objectives, problems, and needs. This framework uses the questions we developed from 99
Questions to learn more about the customer’s needs, and to align the value of our products and
services with their objectives .
• At the end of the Sales Dialogue, we’ll ask the customer to confirm that what we’ve learned meets
the value proposition they expect.
Now let’s look at the specific steps.
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The process we’re talking about here is called Solution Development. In Solution Development, we
have a conversation with the customer, and as you will see, we use the content we developed along
with a framework to enable the conversation. Let’s review the Introductory Dialogue.
[Read the dialogue, above]
What you can see about the Introductory Dialogue is that we spend very little time talking about
ourselves. Out of a 30 minute conversation, we’re going to spend 30 seconds providing an overview
of our business and that’s all.
We immediately try to get to the point of talking about the key problems or goals the customer has,
and how we help them achieve those goals or address those problems. Also, you can see that the
process of aligning our value with the customer’s problem has already started. Once we complete this
introduction we’re ready to talk more in detail about how our products and services create value for
the customer.
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After the Introductory Dialogue, we are probably going to tell a Success Story that describes the
specific value area we want to discuss with the customer. The Success Story is the bridge between
the Introductory Dialogue and the next step, where we start to ask questions about the details of the
customer’s current situation.
The Success Story demonstrates our value in a way that resonates with the customer’s interests. I
often find that customers learn more about us from the Success Story, because it’s likely to be
something that they haven’t heard before, and because it tells them how we are going to address their
problem or objective.
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Here is what an actual Solution Development conversation looks like using a diagraming technique
from Customer Centric Selling® called a Solution Development Prompter®. As you can see the
conversation is broken down into pieces. We follow the framework by first getting the customer to talk
about their current situation, then asking a series of questions to collect the information necessary to
align our product with their problem or objective.
I won’t go through this in detail, but you can see where my content is starting to be used. The
questions that you see come from the 99 Questions. The middle column is called a Usage Scenario,
where we ask the customer a “what if” question about how they could use our product or service.
More about this in a second.
Finally, if I need to take the conversation further to motivate the customer into additional conversation,
I can use the third column, called a Plausible Emergency. That is sort of a Success Story in reverse.
Sometimes, customers need to understand the consequences of not using the value you provide,
because a decision not to use your service can have business consequences for the customer.
Solution Development shows the customer that you have an organized, intelligent way of addressing
their goals and concerns, and that you understand how they run their business. The questions you
ask are about the daily challenges and opportunities your customers have when they run their
business, and you are showing them you can add value in ways they may not have expected.
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Here’s a specific example of a “What If” question, or what I called in the last slide a Usage Scenario.
You can see that this particular What If question is scripted so that you can build the value directly into
the question to show how your product or service provides that value to the customer. Also, you can
see that the What If question answers the objective or goal that the customer explained, which in this
case is the opportunity to employ more people in their business.
This is a subtle, yet scripted, way of getting the value on the table. However, I realize that if you are
not in sales, you might initially find this dialogue to be awkward, more like a robot than a person. Keep
in mind that even plays and movies are scripted, so you just need to learn the script to be effective
with the conversation.
It does bring up the issue of using questions and scripting the conversation versus providing the
customer critical information that describes your value. So, I want to share with you an alternative
technique that is has become very popular in the last year or so with sales organizations.
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Challenger Selling is an another technique for having customer conversations. Like Customer Centric
Selling, it relies on the same content we developed in our marketing planning and used in our media.
It’s simply a different way of having a conversation with your customer.
Challenger Selling uses a technique called Commercial Teaching to have conversations with
customers about the things that make your product unique and competitive. Another way of saying
this is that the customer would be looking for these things to differentiate you from your competitors.
This technique also assumes you have an in-depth knowledge of how the customer runs their
business so that when you present your unique ideas, they learn something new about doing
business that they probably didn’t know before. When you reveal this information, you are likely to get
the customer to have an “ah-ha moment”, meaning they react to your comments by sort of scratching
their heads and pointing out they never thought of that!
You can find more information on Challenger Selling techniques in the book “The Challenger Sale”, by
Matthew Dixon and Brent Adamson. Whether you use Customer Centric Selling or Challenger Selling,
the content you use is pretty much the same information, but as I pointed out, you present it
differently. So, while these two styles of selling may look different, they both accomplish the same
thing. It’s up to you to decide which method or which combination of them makes the most sense for
your team.
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Now you’re executing on your strategy, your marketing team is building and delivering content based
on 99 Questions, creating Success Stories, and placing that content in your various online media.
Your Sales team is using that content to have conversations with customers, and hopefully, that’s
resonating with them as they make decisions to buy your products and services.
But that’s not the end of the story.
Perhaps the most important thing my client, ABC Consulting, and I discovered was that if you don’t
manage the conversations, you probably will find that your sales people revert back to their old
behavior. So, here are some things you need to do in order to manage the content and make sure it’s
properly delivered.
Since these are conversations that sales people learn, it’s necessary for them to learn the content and
master the framework that’s used to deliver it. As a result, I recommend that you spend the effort to
learn, rehearse and role play these conversations. Sales people need to do that several times so that
when they actually use the conversation in a sales call, it’s not awkward or robotic. Again, think
movies or plays.
Likewise, you will want to rehearse these conversations yourself, and go on sales calls with your team
so that you can hear them performing the conversations with customers. One of the biggest problems
that companies have is that the sales people don’t deliver the same content as what is produced by
the marketing team, because reps don’t think that the information is relevant to the customer. If we
never see the actual conversation, we are leaving it to our sales people to decide that they like the
content. We have to ensure they actually use this information and the Solution Development
framework when they meet with customers.
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Also, you probably use something to automate your customer information, whether that’s a CRM
system, a contact manager, or just Outlook e-mail. Most of the content that you use during the sales
process is in the form of letters, e-mails, proposals, and other follow-up materials provided to the
customer throughout the sales process. This content contains information that you adapted from the
marketing content we created at the beginning of the process. So another way of evaluating sales
performance is to look at these deliverables to see how your salespeople are using the content in
these deliverables.
Finally, once you have seen how your sales people deliver their communications in sales calls and
deliverables, you need to decide what changes they need to make in their behavior to improve their
sales efforts. The easy way to do this is to look at their sales forecast, and determine where specific
opportunities are bottlenecked, meaning that they accumulate at one or another stage in the process.
Instead of seeing the funnel of your sales reps’ forecast, the shape is more like a pear, where a group
of opportunities are over-accumulated in one stage.
This goes back to my point about role-playing and practice. As you can see, teaching and role playing
lead to activities, which lead to review of activities, which lead to fixing bad behavior. It’s sort of a
lifecycle that you can get into to manage your team and make sure they are having the right
conversations with your customers.
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Let’s talk now about how to get started. As you have seen from my presentation, the steps involved in
creating a sales strategy are mostly about being educated in a few key tactics, tools, and techniques.
All of these techniques are documented in books you can buy on Amazon, or download from a
website. Most of them are inexpensive, and they are all widely available for anyone who’s interested.
To Summarize:
1. Create your own 99 Questions by creating actual questions using the four Value Elements you
deliver to your customer, then use the Marketing Strategy Tool to identify and describe your
buyers.
2. Build content to use for both marketing and selling. The content is the answers to the 99
Questions, along with the other Value Elements, such as Success Stories.
3. Deploy your content using CMS, social media, and other channels. Look for ways to re-purpose
the content so that you receive the most value.
At this point in the process, you should complete the first three steps in about 30 days. As I
suggested earlier, if you can spare two hours a week for four weeks, you can get these first three
steps done in a month.
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4. Use the content inside a formal Sales Dialogue, so that you can ensure the content and the value
is delivered to the customer by your sales team, regardless of which sales conversation
“framework” you choose.
5. Manage your team by focusing on teaching and role-playing, and by going on sales calls with
reps to ensure your content is properly delivered. Use a system to capture sales information, and
address “bottlenecks” in the pipeline to identify and correct sales behaviors.
It should take about 90 days to put all five steps in place. I know because I have done exactly that for
numerous clients.
I’m not suggesting that creating things like Solution Development Prompters isn’t any work. However,
since most of the information you need is based on knowing about your customer and understanding
the value you deliver to them, you can create most of this material with little or no expense.
Put simply, it’s 99 Questions.
If you are interested in getting help, I teach a Workshop on how to do Sales in a Box, and I also
consult with and coach companies who are interested in building a sales strategy at low cost and with
minimal effort. Again, it’s not a question of skills or interest, it’s just having the motivation and support
to do the work.
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To help you gain access to the resources and tools I discussed today, I’ve built a Resources and Tools
page on my website. Also, a copy of my presentation annotated with notes can be downloaded from
my site, and you are welcome to try out the 99 Questions survey if you’re interested in evaluating your
current sales team organization. All of that is free so I encourage you to take a look and examine
these deliverables more closely for your own benefit.
While it’s true that some of the downloadable content above is provided by sales training and
marketing consulting firms, they don’t make you pay to download a template. And, you can get the
three books shown above for about $75 on Amazon or at Barnes & Noble. My book is free just for
your attendance today!
You probably already have a CMS, so I am assuming you’ve made that investment. And most of the
content being deployed in social media or a blog just requires the time to do it.
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I will leave you with this final point about my client ABC Consulting, and their success using these
methods. In less than two years, in the teeth of the recession, ABC went from $8 million in revenue to
$16 million in revenue using the same sales team, having invested their effort only in changing their
content, implementing the practices I described today, and becoming more focused on the value they
provide to their customers.
I believe you can do the same thing.
I hope that this presentation has helped you to see how building a sales strategy with content can
make it easier to improve your sales efforts and to impress your customers with the value that you
deliver to them. I wish you the best of luck and I hope to hear your Success Stories in selling to your
customers.
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Terry Walsh has over 20 years of experience in sales management, sales operations, and executive
management. He has led sales organizations at several well-known companies, including Culligan
International, Cendant Corporation, Whitman-Hart/marchFIRST, Digital Equipment Corporation, and
others. He has also consulted with numerous companies to help them improve their sales operations
and processes, resulting in enhanced revenue growth, improved profitability, scalability, and delighted
customers.
As a four-time executive sales leader and operator, Terry has supervised, trained and coached over
500 sales executives, and achieved/exceeded revenue goals in each leadership position. He is an
accomplished sales manager who has driven value for sales organizations by delivering sales process
oversight, account and market planning, penetration strategies, recruiting, compensation, CRM
administration, metrics and reporting, alignment with marketing, strategic alliances, and more.
Terry is a nationally recognized expert in CustomerCentric Selling®, and was instrumental in
orchestrating one of the most successful CCS implementations in the product’s history. He is the
author of the sales book, “99 Questions to Achieve Your Sales Goals”. (Available in paperback and
Kindle on Amazon.com) Terry earned a BBA in Management and Management Information Systems
from the University of Iowa.
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